
Q&A Horseriding In&motion Airbag Vest  

Q - How does the system work?

A - The strap has to be fixed on the saddle. Once on the horse, the horserider has to lock the 
strap to his vest. When he falls or is ejected from the horse, the strap linked to the saddle 
pulls off the key ball that will trigger the system and inflate the airbag before the impact.

Q - How many times can you deploy the system? Do I need to 
send the vest back to In&motion once inflated?

A - The system is designed to be reused and you can change the inflator by yourself. In&mo-
tion also recommends a maintenance every three years or every 5 inflations.

Q - How long will the air remain in the vest after it is inflated? 

A - The optimum air pressure will stay for about 5 seconds, then after 20 seconds most of 
the air is released. 

Q - Which are the protection areas covered by the airbag?

A - Once inflated, the airbag protects body vital areas: abdomen, chest, neck, shoulders, 

back and coccyx.

Q - Can I wear the airbag vest under any type of jacket?

A - The In&motion airbag vest was conceived to be adapted to everyone and can be inte-
grated under 3 different Horse Pilot jackets : a training jacket, the Aerotech competition 

jackets and a parka.

Q - Do I feel the airbag vest when riding?

A- The Horseriding In&motion airbag vest was designed to combine conve-
nience, styling and safety while reducing the constraint related to the airbag. The-
refore, the  coccyx protection has been designed to spread out during the infla-
tion process but is completely invisible while riding for a better design and comfort.

Q - Is the system only for competition? 

A - No, the airbag system is adapted for every horseriders, in competition or not.

Q - Can I use a back protector with the airbag vest?

A - Yes. You can place a back protector in the Horseriding In&motion airbag vest in order 
to benefit from the best protection combining the back protector and the airbag system.

Q - Could I use the system for other application than horserding?

A - The system has been designed for horseriding only. Do not use for any other applica-
tion. 

 

For any additional question, please check the user manual.

In&motion customer service : horsesupport@inemotion.com

 


